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Essential Fashion Illustration: Poses (Essential Fashion Illustrations:)Rockport Publishers, 2007

	Learn how to draw posed figures for fashion illustration
	
		This comprehensive reference provides hands-on techniques for created posed figures for fashion illustration. The first section illustrates various examples of nude and semi-nude poses (male and female). Later chapters illustrate the same poses wearing sportswear,...
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Intel Galileo Networking CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 50 recipes that will help you use the Intel Galileo board to build exciting network-connected projects


	About This Book

	
		Create networking applications using the Intel Galileo board
	
		Control your web-based projects in real time from anywhere in the world
	
		Connect to the...
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Developing Application Frameworks in .NETApress, 2004
Application frameworks, which provide a base of common services on which  applications are built, offer the benefits of extensibility, modularity, and  reusability of both code and design to your applications. This book explains  what frameworks are and how they fit into applications, and offers many  object-oriented techniques used in...
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Silverlight 1.0 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
Thank you for picking up Silverlight 1.0 Unleashed! Silverlight is changing the way many people think about designing and developing websites or web applications, and this book helps you take advantage of everything Silverlight enables. Silverlight makes it easier than ever to create rich web-based content or applications. And given that it’s...
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Beginning Visual C# 2010 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	C# is a relatively new language that was unveiled to the world when Microsoft announced the first version of its .NET Framework in July 2000. Since then its popularity has rocketed, and it has arguably become the language of choice for both Windows and Web developers who use the .NET Framework. Part of the appeal of C# comes from its clear...
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Excel Formulas and Functions For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Learn to use Excel for practical, day-to-day calculations


	Excel is a powerful program with more than 300 built-in functions that can be used to perform an almost infinite number of calculations. This friendly book shows you how to use the 150 most valuable ones in real-world situations: to compare the cost of buying vs....
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Broadband Internet: Access, Regulation and PolicyNova Press, 2008
The internet has become so widespread that such issues as access, regulation and related policies have become major factors in the economy and social fabric of societies in every part of the world. Peoples without running water are demanding access to the internet and those without it are becoming deprived citizens. This new book examines current...
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Qt for SymbianJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The Qt environment is THE new platform to make and build mobile applications. Get ahead of the crowd with this timely tutorial on developing GUIs.


	Qt for Symbian takes a unique look at this cutting-edge programming environment. Step-by-step it explains Qt in an easy to access fashion, using simple examples...
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JavaServer Faces: The Complete Reference (Complete Reference Series)McGraw-Hill, 2006

	This book provides the reader with a comprehensive review of the entire set of technologies
	and programming methodologies associated with JavaServer Faces. It is intended for a wide
	audience with varied experience levels ranging from moderate levels of Web development
	experience to those who are advanced enterprise Java architects.
...
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Organic ChemistryCengage Learning, 2013

	Succeed in the course with this student-friendly, proven text. Designed throughout to help you master key concepts and improve your problem-solving skills, CHEMISTRY, Seventh Edition includes a running margin glossary, end-of-chapter in-text mini study guides, a focus on "how to" skills, and more in-chapter examples and problems...
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The Complete Costume DictionaryScarecrow Press, 2011

	While there are costume and fashion dictionaries tied to specific countries or periods, none have been comprehensive. In The Complete Costume Dictionary, Elizabeth Lewandowski has collected from a variety of sourcesâ€•including costume history texts, journal articles, historical publications, autobiographies, biographies, foreign...
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Ultimate Guide to Wilderness Living: Surviving with Nothing But Your Bare Hands and What You Find in the WoodsUlysses Press, 2008
Forget reality TV stunts like eating bugs, the Ultimate Guide to Wilderness Living provides in-depth instructions and step-by-step photos of real survival skills--exactly what one needs to stay alive in the woods. The book first covers immediate needs like starting a fire, erecting temporary shelter, and finding food. Then it goes beyond other...
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